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ABSTRACT
This project work involves the automation regression testing of Microsoft Dynamics
365(MD365) enterprise resource planning (ERP) which is cloud based solution for Contoso.
Contoso has problem to access and monitor the huge database of customers, vendors and
products on traditional ERP system. Therefore, they have started to use the cloud based ERP
system. The reason of this report is that there are constant updates in MD365. They also wanted
to add new fields in customer, vendor and product web forms. Therefore, automation regression
testing is essential for this project. Selenium web driver is selected for this type of testing. This
project will help the Contoso to achieve the regression automation testing by Selenium web
driver for MD365.The testing will help them to execute repeat test cases without any duplicity of
the code. The report generation of the execution result will help them to understand the
progress of the project. Moreover, Scrum methodology is adopted by the organization which is
very flexible and helps them to provide the customer satisfaction. It is easy to adapt the
requirement changes in scrum methodology.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Contoso is an Australia based company which have several branches in New Zealand. The
company is dealing in distribution and wholesale business. They provide the merchandising,
operational support for the liquor, grocery and hardware. Contoso is growing rapidly in the retail
market. They provide world class services to their customers and vendors. As a result, Contoso
now having huge database of the customers, vendors and products.
Contoso has decided to select the Microsoft Dynamics 365(MD 365) ERP solution so that they
can manage and monitor the database on cloud. MD365 is a Microsoft official cloud base
platform which includes the customer relationship and enterprise resource planning. Microsoft
wants to provide great experience to their customer because of that there are continuous updates
in the MD365.These updates include the new version of MD365 according to their users’
feedback. These updates happen four times in a year. Moreover, Contoso also wanted to add new
fields in the create customer, vendor and product form according to their business needs.
Therefore, Regression testing becomes the important part of this project. This project includes the
automation regression testing. This type of testing automates the repetitive test cases to check that
old functionality is working perfectly after adding the new code.
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The user acceptance testing is also part of this project because there are some certain
requirements which need to meet according the organization expectations. Both testing plays a
significant role in this project. Therefore, Selenium web driver is selected for this project. It is an
open source tool for web applications. Selenium web driver supports different types of
programming languages and multiple platforms as well. This tool is very effective and efficient
for this project because it will
automate the tasks with the help of object oriented programming language methods. The tool is
integrated with the Eclipse IDE.
The scope of the report includes automating the functional regression testing and user acceptance
testing of creating new customer, vendor and product. It includes testing the new fields and
generating the report of the pass test cases. The project also contains the testing of the mandatory
fields of creating new customer, vendor and product which is a requirement of the organization.
This report will also discuss about the recommendations for the project. The recommendations
and discussions have discussed are discussed according to research. However, Performance and
load testing is out of scope of this project.
The main objective of this project is to check the older functionality is working properly after
new updates and adding the new functionality in MD 365.This project also discusses the scrum
methodology and its benefits for the organization.
This research project is organized as follow: Section 2 focuses on the literature review of various
studies focusing on regression testing. Section 3 is this research is focused on the project
execution. Results of this research project are provided in section 4. Discussion to the results are
provided in section 5. Section 6 is dedicated towards the future work recommendations. Finally,
in section 7 conclusion to the research is provided.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Over the years, there are many research papers written on regression testing and automation
testing. Akira R. Onam has conducted a research paper on regression testing [1]. In this research,
researchers explain the importance of the regression testing in the big projects which required the
repetitive test cases. This paper explains the regression testing in detail with the help of different
research papers. The paper also explains the processes and methodology for regression testing.
The strength of this paper is another aspect of regression testing in Information Technology
industry. Researcher explains regression testing is not only for the development and maintenance.
It also beneficial for the big projects that needed repetitive test cases. Hence, this paper justifies
the reason to select regression testing for this project because this project also demands the
regression testing due to constant updates and modification.
Another research was conducted by Monika Sharma [2]. This research explains about the
importance of the automation testing. It also discusses about the (Sharma, 2014) different tools
for the automation testing and importance of the automation testing for web application. The
research provides several tools to automate the regression and integration testing.
Automation testing life was explained [3]. Researchers explained about the steps to achieve the
automation testing with the help of automation testing life cycle. This life cycle introduces the
different processes to introduce the automation testing. The paper has chosen because it helps to
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understand the different stages to achieve the regression automation testing such as requirement
analysis, test design, environment setup and execution. We used this research for the reference of
automation testing phase to our project.
To maintain and repair the test suite for automation testing a study was conducted [4]. In this
research, researchers explained the selenium web driver, Xpath and page object model. The result
of their investigation is ID locator which is Xpath is the best method to save the efforts and time
for the testing.
Another study was conducted to explain the TestNG frameworks, annotations and its benefits [7].
This study provides the basic and advance feature of the TestNg. This research has divided into
twelve sections in which researchers have explained about the advantages of xml file,
annotations, dependencies, unit, functional and regression testing in TestNg. This research was
very helpful for our project because it covers most of the essential sections to our project. It also
supports to understand the concept of the TestNg. This research [7] was relevant with the project
because it clears the doubt on how to generate the reporting using TestNg.
Apart from that, the scrum methodology is the essential part for this project. There are many
research papers has written on the importance of scrum methodology. Traditional SDLC Vs
Scrum Methodology research paper is selected to understand the importance of the scrum
methodology. This research was conducted by Sundararajan, D. M. [5]. The researcher explains
about the frequent change requirements in the project is very common nowadays. Traditional
SDLC is not capable to meet the frequent [5] requirement changes. Hence, Scrum methodology
becomes very popular. This research presents the views about the benefits of adopting Scrum
methodology because it accepts the changes in requirement during the process of project
development. In the result, they explain that the software development life cycle methodology
varies on the project requirement. Hence, Scrum methodology is suitable for this project. This
project has constant updates which required a methodology to accept constant changes.
Another important research was conducted to highlights and compare Waterfall, v-model and
agile methodologies [6]. This research helped us to select the right methodology for our project.
According to this research, agile methodology was more flexible according to the traditional
methodologies such as waterfall and v-model.

3. PROJECT EXECUTION
Project execution detail of the project is briefly elaborated below.

3.1. Automation test Phase
Automation testing phase is like software testing life cycle. In the automation testing phases is a
process which has certain [3] steps to execute the test steps. Each phase has different aim and
objectives. Figure 1 depicts the different stages and their goals in automation testing phase.
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Figure 1: Stages and their goals in Automation Testing phase

3.2. Architecture of Automation test Plan
The architecture of automation test plan has started with the page object model. Page object
model is a design pattern for creating the object repository for web UI elements. In this model,
there is a different class for each webpage. These page classes find the web elements and contain
the page method to perform the operations on the web elements. The names have given to the
class according to their task they are performing. This page object method is performed in the
Eclipse IDE by integrating selenium web driver libraries. Eclipse IDE is a java development
environment tool which is used in this project to automate the test cases using selenium web
driver libraries. It is a platform for automate the test cases. The architecture also contains the
Google chrome browser because the execution of the test suite is done on this browser. Moreover,
TestNg is used in this project as a framework to generate the reports of the results. TestNg is an
add-on for the reporting as well. In the last, the application which needs to be test is Microsoft
Dynamics 365 ERP solution. Figure 2 shows the work flow of architecture of automation test
plan.
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Fig 2: Workflow of Architecture of Automation Test Plan

3.3. Test Scripts
Figure 3 presents the structure of the project in Eclipse IDE. The two packages have been created
under the project for page object model. Under the packages, there are different classes for calling
the UI elements and page methods for performing the web elements. The selenium web driver
libraries have been added in referenced libraries because they are external libraries. TestNg has
added as an add-on for reporting. The classes name has created according to the task they
perform.

Figure 3: Structure of the project in Eclipse IDE

Figure 4 depicts about the login class. In this java class, the test scripts created for the login
credentials. The browser has called in different class during the calling of all functions. Firstly, a
construct has created in the class for calling the web driver. After that, a method has created to
call the elements. These elements have called through the Xpath. Xpath is used to call the path
expression for XML document. Thread sleep is provided for the time and the time is in
milliseconds. The first Xpath is provided for the username and sendkeys are used to provide the
data. The next Xpath is used to select the next button. After that, the Xpath has given for the
password. The next Xpath is used for selecting the login button.
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Figure 4: Login Class

Figure 5 shows the navigation to create customer web page. In the page object model, there are
always different classes for different web pages. In this image, the first Xpath has provided for
selecting the navigation button on home page. Further, the Xpath has given for selecting the
account payable link button which further open new tab. In this tab, the next Xpath has provided
for the selection of all customers. Driver. Findelement is used as a command in selenium to call
the Xpath.
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Figure 5: Navigation to create Customer Web Page

Figure 6 shows about creating customer details. There are mandatory fields and there are new
fields added in this ERP system. Therefore, this regression automation testing has done in this
project. There are many fields in this webpage and send keys are used as actions here for filling
the values in textboxes.

Figure 6: Creating Customer Details

Figure 6 below shows the methods to calling the Xpath methods from different classes. All
methods have called here to execute the test suites. There are testing annotations used such as
BeforeSuite, Test and AfterTest. The priority has set here to execute the multiple classes on given
priority. The first method is created here to open the browser and URL.
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Figure 6: Calling the Xpath Methods from different Classes

4. RESULTS
The results for this project have provided through TestNg. It is a free add-on for Selenium Web
driver. TestNg stands for “next generation” which is a testing framework inspired by [7] JUnit
and NUnit. TestNg mainly used annotations of java to write methods. TestNg has many
advantages such as multiple annotations, data driven testing, multithreaded execution. However,
the main advantage for this project is that to generate better reporting results for the execution of
the test suites in XML and HTML report. Figure 7 shows the number of passed cases and number
of time browser called for execution.
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Figure 7: The number of Passed Cases

Figure 8 shows the emailable report which is a reporting result technique of testNg. In this figure
the passed test scripts are highlighted with the green colour. However, if the test scripts are failed
or skipped then then they are highlighted in red colour.

Figure 8: Emailable Report
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5. DISCUSSION
The purpose of this project was doing the regression automation testing for Contoso. This testing
has conducted because of the constant changes. However, this testing is done through selenium
web driver by integrating with Eclipse IDE. The testing has completed by creating different
packages and classes for the page object model. However, Reporting also generated through
TestNg. According to the research papers, which are selected for this project have explained the
importance of the regression automation testing. The scrum methodology is followed by the
organization and due to constant changes in requirement the scrum team daily organize a meeting
with the stakeholders to understand and inform them about the progress of project. Moreover, the
research papers help to select and support the reason to select the selenium web driver for this
project. Apart from that, Scrum methodology has selected for this project and there are many
research papers available online for the scrum methodology. There are many research papers that
emphasised the selection of scrum methodology. These research papers have explained the
benefits of the scrum methodology and how this methodology is better from other methodologies.
There are many issue and problems has faced during the project. The first started with the
environment setup because the company is currently working on the project and every day, they
are refreshing the websites because they are going to live the website application next month.
Therefore, due to continuous changes and updating it was difficult to test the application. To
overcome from this problem, the automation regression testing has started during non- working
hours because that time it is easy to test the application. Another issue was to locate the web
elements by Xpath. It was very complex to resolve this problem because in the automation testing
Xpath is very essential part. However, this problem has overcome with the help of providing the
class names on the place of Xpath. The purpose of selecting the happy path for the test scripts is
because it was the requirement of the team and project. However, the other test scenario is also
done but not with the help of automation.

6. RECOMMENDATIONS
The organization is planning to adopt the new tool which is designed by Microsoft for handle the
regression testing. Regression Suite Automation Tool is the one which company wants to adapt.
This tool will be helpful for them because it does not require coding and any manual efforts. This
tool can be used by any of the user in the organization. However, the tool is very expensive and
very hard to set the environment. So, I would recommend to first providing the training and
workshops to the team. There are many related articles and videos available on internet. Also,
Microsoft provides the live sessions and workshops to understand this tool. The organization
should also understand that it is a very expensive tool and hard to set the environment so they
should plan their budget and time according to their project requirements. Although, it is easy to
use the tool and it also generate the test cases but still it is not easy to set up and it takes a lot of
time.

7. CONCLUSION
In the conclusion, this project report covers the regression automation testing on Microsoft
Dynamics 365 ERP solution for Contoso. The testing has done under the Selenium Web driver
which is integrated with Eclipse IDE. In addition, the main scenarios of the testing were to check
the functionality of creating customer, vendor and product web form. The user stories and epics
have created for the regression testing on behalf of given requirements. After that, the test scripts
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have created and executed in selenium web driver using page object model. This project covers
the regression testing due to continuous changes on MD365. However, it was not easy to achieve
this testing because company is currently doing a lot of modifications according to the
requirements of the organization. Therefore, Selenium is the perfect for this project and it’s an
open source, so it also suits with the budget and cost. Moreover, TestNg is used for the reporting
execution result. This framework is a free add-on for Selenium web driver. This framework helps
a lot to achieve the structure of the execution by putting the annotations. Apart from that, the
scrum methodology plays an important role in this project because it embraces the changes in
requirement during the life cycle of the software development. Scrum methodology is more
flexible and structured as compared to other methodology. The scrum team participating in daily
stand-up meetings to understand the problems and progress of the project. The research papers
help a lot to understand the concepts and it helps to support the cover topics in this project. In the
end, these test scripts will help the organization to solve their issue and it also reduces the
duplicity of the code so that it will be easy for them to use the code again and again without any
problem.
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